
there are 83 verses in the 4 gospels that have the words 
“Holy Spirit” and the word Spirit. 

i have made a slide video // that way u can screen capture 
and review everything in this video 

i will explain in detail the truth      by using bible verses and 
strong’s concordance to define spirit 

the 83 verses seen here // are from the nasb 1977 

 

slide 11 

i used the 1977 bible because i have a very old software 
program that has the nasb concordance // which is their 
version of strong’s concordance // i also will use the kj and 
strong’s concordance that is also in that software program //  

the nasb concordance is unique // because it shows how 
many times the english word is used for that hebrew or 
greek word 

here is the hebrew word for spirit in gen 1:2 // the red arrow 
points to their Strong’s notes for that hebrew word // notice it 
comes from an unused word meaning breath   spirit   wind 

very old written hebrew didn’t have a large word based 
language // so this is how we see how they might have used 
1 word // 3 different ways when the wrote // but the other 
words used would let the reader know if it meant  breath   
spirit   wind 

and that is how i am going to show you how to use the 
correct truthful word for Spirit 

notice the numbers in the brackets // they tell us how many 
times that english word is used //  

notice the highlight word breath is used 31 times // and the 
other highlighted word // spirit // is used 216 times // 

 

slide 

here is strong’s concordance for that same verse // notice 
how he used the hebrew word for WIND and gave examples 
for this hebrew word // it starts out telling us wind, is also 
LIKE our Breath // then a little about the word spirit 

 

people at that time didn’t know about our voice box // their 
reasoning was if the tongue was cut off that person could not 
speak // thus the tongue spake // or they spake in tongues 

 



slide 

now this is the word Ghost in the king james // matthew 1:18 
// which means we are using greek words // notice the red 
highlighted words // soul and ghost // the king james is 
using this greek word Ghost in this verse //  

 

slide 

here is the nasb’s concordance of the same verse // but it 
doesn’t give us much to go on except the english words they 
used in the greek text // 
 
slide 
so who got it right when we compare the verses // 

what the bible text does not come out and say // is when 
does the soul come into the body // we learned our FATHER 
BREATHED INTO Adam and he was alive. and most likely 
Eve. // but after that time // what was their understanding 
1000’s of years ago. 

slide 

in 1 samuel 1:5 // we read our CREATOR had closed her 
womb // which means their thinking is // a soul must come 
from our CREATOR to conceive with the males seed //  

we can learn this in verse 11    when we read Hannah is 
asking our CREATOR not to forget her // and give her a 
male soul to conceive. 

Slide 16 

so we have the king james being more correct using the 
word Ghost // but we can change the word ghost to soul and 
be more correct // and we also know in the old testament our 
CREATOR CALLED Jesus HIS HOLY ONE. //  

thus Jesus’ Soul is the Holy Ghost in 4 of these verses / and 
His Ghost will descend upon Mary as the green highlighted 
text reads // 

Slide 18 

in these verses we can change the word spirit to ghost // 
and they read ok until we read the last verse // this last verse 
is from Jesus when He was seen walking on the water // 
here the word ghost is very clear used   as a ghost  

and it is the best word to be used in this verse // but now the 
word ghost is not used truthfully in the above verses // the 
word ghost in the last verse is telling us Jesus didn’t walk on 
the water // but He glided just over the top of the waves 
caused by the strong wind  



 

Slide 19a 

we seen in strong’s concordance the word soul could have 
been used // and not the word spirit  

with reasonable editing ///  the verses are now truthful by 
understanding how their thinking a virgin birth was possible //  

 

you also just learned our CREATOR didn’t send HIS SOUL, 
but Jesus’ Soul. // when we read the green highlighted text // 
Jesus is to be called // that is important word// called // for in 
this verse – if Jesus IS DIVINE by BEING our FATHER 
HIMSELF // the text would not use the word called // and 
just write // Jesus CAME FROM our FATHER’S SOUL // but 
its not written that way // and leaves people to argue if Jesus 
is Divine or not because of a virgin birth // and others will 
argue Jesus Is 1 of the 3 in the trinity // this verse is saying 
Jesus is not divine // for all our souls come from our 
FATHER // and we all know we all are not divine // but we 
are individuals  

that is for another video // but here // we are learning how to 
define the words in the bible  from the bible // and we 
should never use a secular dictionary to define the words in 
the bible. 

slide 20 

this slide shows how i would correct the text in the bible // 5 
sec count 

slide 

these gray highlighted words in these verses // all define the 
words HOLY SPIRIT  and SPIRIT // by using the words within 
the gray highlighted words they are defining HOLY SPIRIT // 
AS our FATHER’S VOICE speaking thru peoples mouths  // 

stop the video and read them over   5 sec count 
 

slide 22 
we can now truthfully change these words Spirit to BREATH 
// and knowing the word HOLY here means our FATHER is 
HOLY // thus HIS BREATH IS HOLY 

we also need to remove the word // the //  and now 
righteously edited in // HIS HOLY BREATH 

and now you know WHAT IS – HOLY SPIRIT // is HIS HOLY 
BREATH  // defined by these  8 verses //  

 



the last verse you see // is very very important // because 
the next slide is about Jesus’ baptism. 

please stop the video and study our FATHER’S WORDS. // 
for 1 // this verse is not saying Jesus is HIS SON // our 
FATHER IS DEFINING Jesus is HIS Servant // yet our 
FATHER IS GOING TO MAKE HIS BREATH ,, SPEAK 
THRU Jesus //  

 

does this make Jesus Divine? 

 

slide 

there are 20 verses ABOUT Jesus’ baptism // and i will go 
over 1 slide at a time and then show that slide’s editing  

the verse i told u to study in the last slide // is tied to the 2 
verses with the bracket like lines on the right // stop the video 
and read these // 

i want to 1st go over a few words that are highlighted in violet 
// and share the knowledge i have been GIVE by our 
FATHER // the word glorified has a line to the word Anointed 
//  

if you studied the bible you will know our CREATOR had 
Moses use oil // that comes from HIS Tent for MEETING 
With HIM. this oil is used to burn to give light in HIS 
MEETING ROOM 

Moses poured oil over each of the Priests head. // this 
anointing has a meaning for them to speak for our LORD to 
the sinner // so that the sinner could be told by his tribes 
priest after their priest Met with our FATHER // that his 
offering to atone for his, or his from his family sin // was 
FORGIVEN // for them to live in our CREATOR’S Kingdom //  

i would add the word Anointing to this verse // because all 
the Laws COMMANDED BY OUR FATHER Jesus fulfilled 
them // my editing would read - - Jesus was not yet glorified 
by HIS ANOINTING  

notice the words – bodily form // then notice the words after 
// like a dove // in this verse when the word sprit is changed 
to BREATH // this verse is saying HIS BREATH had a Bodily 
form, and descended like a dove //  

have u ever watch a dove descend to the land? // their wings 
are spread open and they slowly swoop to land // but just 
before they land they raise up a bit and then land //  

 



 
next the word heaven // actually there are 4 heavens //  

in psalms 48:1-2 // we learn the motion of the stars forms 
HIS HOLY Mount Zion in the far north // this means the peak 
of mt zion is the north star // which makes this is the 2nd 
Heaven // and our FATHER LIVES in HIS HEAVEN above 
the north star // the 1st HEAVEN // and where the birds fly is 
in our heaven // and that is the 3rd heaven // below the 
ground is the abyss // the 4th heaven with no lights 

slide  24 

now to read and understand these 3 verses // our heaven 
opened to see the stars // then from HIS HEAVEN coming 
from above the north star // HIS BREATH DESCEND like a 
body and rest on Jesus like a dove 

//////// 

now you know where everyone from Adam to Jesus, looked 
to and asked from our FATHER IN HEAVEN // and now you 
also know where our FATHER ASCENDED TO when 
leaving the earth 

 
//////// 
the last violet highlighted word is // spirit // this spirit will be 
talked about in another slide //  

Slide 25 

This is the 2nd group of the 20 verses // and the arrow points 
to Jesus telling us HOW He is casing out demons // this 
means Jesus is not divine // and He is declaring to us our 
FATHER’S BREATH WAS GIVEN to Him to cast out 
demons  

 
slide 
these are the last of the verses in this group of 20 // count to 
5 

 

slide 

here is my editing of the 1st 20 verses // the green 
highlighted words are words that needed to be added  // 
because we now know the verses are telling us  // HIS 
BREATH is the Spirit in these verses // and the blue 
highlighted words need removing // the red highlighted word 
needs to be added // because these words are from our 
CREATOR 

 



slide 
this is the 2nd group of the 20 // and the 1st arrow is pointing 
out the ‘ s at the end of the word BREATH // and HIS 
BREATH’S TRUTHS are our words we learned and use to 
speak about our FATHER // 

the 2nd arrow points this out to // but /////// it also pointing to 
underlined text that is a doubling of like words // they are not 
needed to understand the verses // but it would make the 
reader stop and try to figure out what the verse is saying // 
without those words it reads better 
 
slide            

this slide is the last of the 20 // the arrow is pointing to the 
word // who // this tells me the person who added this word 
did not know HIS BREATH is COMING FROM our FATHER  

// by adding the word // who // trinitarians would use this 
verse to say this who // is one of 3 // now that we know the 
truth this verse cant be used for the trinity // and the word 
who can be removed 

as for the highlighted words in violet //       these 2 verses // 
Jesus is telling us Jesus’ Prophesy // thus,  Jesus Will Send 
or Ask our FATHER to SEND HIS BREATH upon this Helper 
// and how by our FATHER’S TRUTHS the Helper is a 
Witness for Jesus // 

 

slide            

these 8 verses are telling us how each of these males heard 
from our FATHER   BY HIS BREATH // count to 5 

 

slide 

here are the verses about blasphemy using the words Holy 
Spirit  // this changes a lot of peoples thinking when they 
read these verses this way // because Jesus is Defining the 
word blasphemy // by using the verses defined as Holy 
Spirit      yet truthfully our FATHER’S BREATH / OR HIS 
WORDS AND COMMANDS that are taught to us. //  ///// ///// 

when re reading and thinking about how the text now reads 
// i am thinking the text is saying // who curses  not the word 
blasphemy is the more truthful word // and the word 
BREATH is wrong // but the word SOUL is a more truthful 
word // thus // who curses against our FATHER’S SOUL is 
more to the point of what Jesus telling us why that person 
will never be FORGIVEN 

 



slide 31a 

these are the corrections that are needed in these verses // 

 

 now there are other verses with the word blasphemy and do 
they need changing // well, this video is not about those 
verses 

count to 5 

 

slide 

this slide // Jesus is Teaching us about our soul // and how 
when we use our FATHER’S TRUTHS becomes our truths // 
and our truth becomes our righteousness // and our glory is 
when we speak about our FATHER // count to 5 

 

slide 

these verses // with only the word Spirit // are being used as 
the word soul // and you can see there is very little editing 
needed// count to 5 

slide 

remember this slide i showed from strong’s concordance // 
the 1st arrow points to a soul // but the words being used 
define our flesh and blood as soul // and we know that is not 
true // for after our body dies our soul is to live IN HEAVEN 
or hell forever 

 

slide 

in this verse we learn our FATHER HAS A SOUL //  

 

and to learn how 1000’s of years ago they knew our soul 
comes to a female and by this conception forms our body to 
our soul //  

1st we need to read about John // when John WAS SENT BY 
our FATHER // john must have known who and what Jesus 
looked like // for John said when he seen Jesus walking to 
him // he knew Him by just seeing Jesus 

 

slide 



this is that verse where John did know Jesus by sight // then 
we have a lie in verse 31 where John didn’t know Jesus until 
after Jesus came up from the water // 

there is a lot of editing in the bible that makes no sense // 
you might not see those verse until you study a lot and then 
our FATHER TEACHES HIS TRUTHS to you. 

but what i want to point out is John knew what Jesus looked 
like before John saw Jesus walking towards him //  

which means John’s soul in HEAVEN meet with Jesus 
before they were on earth //  

slide 

in this slide John leaped in Elizabeth womb // thus John 
knew Jesus // even when Jesus was in Mary’s womb // how 
can this be,, unless they met in HEAVEN? // therefore our 
soul is there at the time of conception 
 
Slide  
 
the arrow is pointing to a verse i already used // but now i 
need to use again // // instead of using the word demon // we 
also know these verses are about satan tempting Jesus // 

by using the demon’s name satan // the 1st verse editing 
shows i can remove the words highlighted in blue at the end. 
 
Slide 

in this slide are all the words are spirit // and they are 
demons // but what i find funny is if they are demons // why 
use the word // unclean //  

so why are the editors today using trick wording? // and not 
using truthful words? //  

 
 
Slide 

this is the last of the 83 verses in the gospels // the top 2 
verses the words in red highlight never happened // they 
need to be removed 
 
the bottom 2 verses // the word BREATH seems to mean // 
HIS WORDS // 

i hope you edit your bible // and read over my website 
Jesus’Prophesy.com // there i am revealing our FATHER’S 
HIDDEN FORMATS IN THE BIBLE // yes // Jesus’ Prophesy 
is happening in your days 

Slide 



what we have now is the truthful words where every word 
Spirit is in the 4 gospels  // HIS HOLY BREATH is the 
majority of the words for  Holy Spirit //  but where is thee 
WHO for the 3rd of the trinity? //  

for you witnessed how from words within the verses gave us 
these truthful answers   

 

everyone is TAUGHT truth BY our FATHER // and HE 
TEACHES us by how we use the truth being said from our 
soul //  

 

when i tell to you our FATHER HAS MADE me see HIM 8 
times, and HE HAS MADE me a Witness to Jesus // you can 
hear how much truth HE HAS GIVEN me to share with you //  
my videos and website are the truth i have been GIVEN to 
reveal to everyone //   
 
 
 


